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FEM would like to apologise to all the people who have not been able to advertise their 

products in FM Magazine, we will be contacting you very soon, please be patient. 
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Nigerian National Petroleum Corpora-

First-Edge is a Member of 
GOLD PROTECTION COUNCIL 

INTER-

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 
OBJECTIVES 

 
FE Magazine’s main objective is to keep all our readers updated with a month to month review of 

the latest in information on today's commodity world. 

 

 
Our other objective is to publish past and current commodity information to buyers, sellers, bro-

ker’s and traders, also review companies that  are involved in today’s commodity Market. 

 
 

COLUMNISTS 

 
Our Columnists will bring you an up to date review of the world of commodities. 

 

 
OUR MAIN GOAL 

 
Our main goal is to help trader’s and companies build a reliable business network around 

the world. 

 
Our Customer Support Team is always at your disposal in helping you against any issues 

you may have about anything you have read. 

fem@first-edge.co.uk 

 
NOTICE BOARD 

 
Notice Board is designed to place notices about any product you might be looking sell and buy. 

You also may wish to inform other buyers and sellers about your product or products. 

 
If you have any question’s or need further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact 

us. fem@first-edge.co.uk 

 

 
LEADING NEWS 

 
Quick News points out what’s happening in today’s commodity market place and other area’s. 

 

 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

mailto:fem@first-edge.co.uk
mailto:fem@first-edge.co.uk


 

 

 

 
 

 
Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk 
 
 

There’s not much anyone  can say about  anne and her vast  years of experience in the  AU and Diamonds. she 
has been with First Edge for Years and Mr McGhie and Mr Hebroke has welcomed her position with open arms.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mr Hebroke is a life long friend of  Mr McGhie he was also one of the main architect of First Edge. 
 

Mr Hebroke owns his own Family  Trading Commodity Company which has been trading for over 80 
years. 

 
 
 
 
 

      Email: sd@first-edge.co.uk 
 
         

 
Mr Doherty former owner of  a prominent Law Firms (Vincent Doherty) based in City of London until 2010 when 
he decided to look at other new businesses where he could expand his talent on other fields around the world.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

Soji Doherty 
 

Mr H Hebroke 

Company Director  New Head of  Asia Trading Accounts 

Head of International Banking 
Trading Advisor of European & Overseas commodities  

Mr Daniel Rice  New Position    Email: dr@first-edge.co.uk 
Front end and Back Room Support Also Main Intermediary  Broker .       
For over 3 years Daniel has negotiated main deals with buyers & sellers in Gold & 

Diamonds he is now positioned  to hold his own book and negotiate other  main com-

modities products to extend  his knowledge in the industry.   

Miss Alanna Steinberg  alanna@firsy-edge.co.uk 
New Main Monetary Front End Position and Back Room Support  also 
Main Intermediary and Negotiator     

Anne Huttenga 
New Director of  AU & Diamonds 

                                 New Appointments 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

Mrs Choo  Fuel Officer & Controller of Asia/Pacific Rim   
New Asian Senior Fuel Manager  Email: cglia@first-edge.co.uk 

 

Mrs. Choo has been with first edge for over 3 years she will be bringing to first edge all 
the fuel operations which will include contracting, servicing, logistics administration, 
communicating  and translating . 



 

 

Email: info@pl2l.net 

Contact Information 

Website: www.pl2l.net 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 



 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Two Dell 30" Computer Monitor Screens with transparency 

Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark II 

Exposure: 1/13 

Aperture: 4.5 

Exposure Program: Program AE 

ISO Speed: 250 

Focal Length: 12.0 mm 

Lens: 12-24mmCamera: Canon EOS 5D Mark II 

Exposure: 1/13 

Aperture: 4.5 

Exposure Program: Program AE 

ISO Speed: 250 

Focal Length: 12.0 mm 

Lens: 12- 

Computer Equipment 

Ever since the introduction of personal computers, the only 

way to get a transparent glass case would be to make your 

own. That's changed with the HP LiM. It features a "19-inch 

transparent touch OLED screen along with a wireless key-

board.  

Apple Wireless Bluetooth Keyboard 
Needless to say, official keyboard to use with the 
iPad is the most reliable piece you can find. The 
Apple wireless Bluetooth keyboard is Apple's offi-
cial treat for those interested in buying a Blue-
tooth keyboard for their devices. The Bluetooth 
technology this device offers can be brought into 
use for connecting to any Apple or Mac product. 
It's lightweight, slim, and extremely portable. 
When on the go, it doesn't create any muddle on 
your desk, and is thus, one of the best options for 
an iPad keyboard with price just $69. Because 
it's white, it looks extremely attractive! 

iHolder holds your iPad gently with its bendable 
Polycarbonate Grip Pads and is lightweight being 
made from scratch-resistant anodized aluminum. 
It is available for purchase at Pyramid Distribu-

tion for $49.99. 

FE Approved 



 

 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

Our Networks Coverage 
Indonesia _ 

New Zealand _ 

Malaysia _ 

USA _ 

Europe _ 

United Kingdom _ 

United Arab Emirates _ 

P.T. Khatulistiwa Raya Energy is holding company for PT. Khatulistiwa Mandala 
Energy (Specializing in Refinery Project) and PT.  
Khatulistiwa Mandala Energy (Specializing in LNG Project) .  
We are one of Indonesia's independent Oil Trading companies which have the   
license to import the oil products issued by The Government of Indonesia 
(Department of Energy and Mineral Resources The Republic of Indonesia).        

Niaga Umum Licence 

In Association with First Edge Ltd 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

SONY SMARTWATCH 2  

While Google Glass looks to redefine wearable technology other companies have been in the 
game for some time. Sony, like Apple thinks that the future of wearable tech is on the wrist not the 
eyes, and last year the company released the SmartWatch. 
 
Unfortunately, the first model was decent, but hardly anything to worth shouting about. The origi-
nal SmartWatch was more a case of pioneering a specific tech but not quite mastering it. Well, 
now Sony has returned with the SmartWatch 2, and the Japanese giant is coming along nicely in 
terms of mastering its tech. 

The SmartWatch 2 is a massive improvement on the original. For a start Sony has added the 
basic function that all watches should have, they have made the device waterproof. Elsewhere, 
many of the features are the same as on the original SmartWatch (answering calls, snapping 
images, reading emails etc. as a remote device) but are much better on the newer unit. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

FE Approved 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

SAMSUNG GALAXY GEAR SMARTWATCH  

As expected, Samsung launched its first real wearable tech product this week in the rather sleek 
form of the Galaxy Gear smart watch. This nice looking wrist computer comes with 60 partner 
apps including mail, photo, navigation, and news services, while it is also equipped with a full mu-
sic player and 4GB of storage. At the moment the Galaxy Gear ($299) can only be paired with the 
Galaxy Note 3 smartphone and Note 10.1 tablet, but Samsung ensures us that more devices will 
link up with the watch shortly. 

There are some limitations here as this is very much a first gen product, so don’t go expecting a 
full smartphone experience. However, as a second device companion the Galaxy Gear looks to 
be a fantastic piece of wearable tech. 

 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

FE Approved 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

i’m Watch  Made in Italy. Without compromise  

Calls, SMS, E-mails and Apps, always available. 
i’m Watch communicates with your smartphone, showing you, thanks to its clear and 
bright display, all the messages you receive. If you receive a call, you can see who’s call-
ing, wherever you left your smartphone. 

i’m Watch is the perfect combination of the most innovative Italian technology and a 
unique, unmistakable style. High-quality materials and excellent manufacturing standards 
make it comfortable, durable and attractive to see and to wear. i’m Watch is designed, en-
gineered and built entirely in Italy  

i'market, a world of apps to be discovered. 

 
Not your usual store but a treasure trove of hundreds of apps ready to be downloaded and 
installed on your i’m Watch. Customize as you like and add many new functions: leisure, 
games, office, useful apps, music; there is no limit to the imagination of the developers 
who work for your i’m Watch. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

FE Approved 



 

 

 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
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Cell Phone Case - 2013 Best Gifts for Men: Cool Gadgets Gift Ideas, by Rosie2010  
 
Bear Motion Luxury Genuine Top Lambskin Leather Case for iPhone 5 - Brown  
Amazon Price: $13.99 
List Price: $22.28 

Apple iPhone 5 16GB (White) - Unlocked  
some really cool gift ideas for men in 2013. You might want to get a head start for 
Christmas and birthdays. 

Samsung Galaxy S III / S3 Unlocked GSM Smart Phone (Marble White)  
2013 Best Gifts for Men: Cool Gadgets Gift Ideas, by Rosie2010  
Amazon Price: $585.99 

Cell Phone 
As recent survey shows, cell phone is the number one cool gadget in your guy's list. 
If he is an Apple iPhone user, chances are, he already got the new iPhone 5. Recent re-
ports show that 62% of U.S. iPhone 5 sales have come from existing Apple iPhone own-
ers who are upgrading to the new device. But, if he is waiting for you to surprise him with a 
new iPhone 5 for his birthday, by all means, surprise the poor guy. 

FE Approved 

http://www.amazon.com/Bear-Motion-Genuine-Lambskin-Leather/dp/B00992FZ7I%3FSubscriptionId%3D14H876SFAKFS0EHBYQ02%26tag%3Dhubpages-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creative%3D165953%26creativeASIN%3DB00992FZ7I
http://www.amazon.com/Apple-iPhone-16GB-White-Unlocked/dp/B0097CZJEO%3FSubscriptionId%3D14H876SFAKFS0EHBYQ02%26tag%3Dhubpages-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creative%3D165953%26creativeASIN%3DB0097CZJEO
http://www.amazon.com/Samsung-Galaxy-Unlocked-Smart-Marble/dp/B0080DJ6CM%3FSubscriptionId%3D14H876SFAKFS0EHBYQ02%26tag%3Dhubpages-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creative%3D165953%26creativeASIN%3DB0080DJ6CM
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BLESSINGS PURPLE /  100ML PARFUM £695.00  

 
Blessings Purple is the epitome of femininity. Seductive, exotic, and sensual 
Jasmine Absolute combine with delicate, precious Rose de Mai, picked at 
dawn on the hillsides of Southern France, to envelope you in a floral haze, 
sublimated by enlivening hesperidic notes of Bergamot, Lemon, and Mandarin, 
and nestled in the soft embrace of Tonka, Vanilla, and warm Cedar.  

100ML EAU DE PARFUM £75 .00  
 
Blessings is a feminine, seductive, and exotic floral fragrance. Sensual Jasmine 
Absolute combines with delicate Rose de Mai, to envelope you in delicate floral 
haze, sublimated by enlivening citrus notes, all nestled on a base of Tonka,  
Vanilla and warm Cedar. Blessings Eau de Parfum is a scent which is at once 
sophisticated yet gentle as it instils a feeling of tranquill ity.  

BLESSINGS PURPLE /  100ML PA RFUM £695.00  

 
Blessings Purple is the epitome of femininity. Seductive, exotic, and sensual 
Jasmine Absolute combine with delicate, precious Rose de Mai, picked at 
dawn on the hillsides of Southern France, to envelope you in a floral haze, 
sublimated by enlivening hesperidic notes of Bergamot, Lemon, and Mandarin, 
and nestled in the soft embrace of Tonka, Vanilla, and warm Cedar.  

A faithful person  

will abound  

with blessings.  

Perfume and incense make  

the heart glad, but the  

 sweetness of a friend is a  

fragrant forest.   

First Edge Commodities is pleased be associated  as a Marketing Agent of Blessings 

http://www.blessings-perfume.com/shop/blessings-purple-100ml-parfum/
http://www.blessings-perfume.com/shop/blessings-purple-100ml-parfum/
http://www.blessings-perfume.com/shop/100ml-eau-de-parfum/
http://www.blessings-perfume.com/shop/blessings-purple-100ml-parfum/
http://www.blessings-perfume.com/shop/blessings-purple-100ml-parfum/
http://www.blessings-perfume.com/
http://www.blessings-perfume.com/
http://www.blessings-perfume.com/


 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Jacob Jensen Alarm Clock  

Calls, SMS, E-mails and Apps, always available. 
i’m Watch communicates with your smartphone, showing you, thanks to its clear and 
bright display, all the messages you receive. If you receive a call, you can see who’s call-
ing, wherever you left your smartphone. 

This stylish Jacob Jensen Alarm Clock features a clear LCD format with 24 hour display 
function, beep alarm and 8 minute snooze, blue back light and is desk or wall mountable. 
 
If your looking for Christmas gift for men tor women hen the Jacob Jensen Alarm Clock 
would certainly make an impressive gift. 

The transmission of electric power via wireless is no more science-fiction. Today it is pos-
sible thanks to the development of the technologies that passed from the experimental 
labs to the mass production. An example is Powermat, a plane surface that transmits to 
the device the power. After the devices are charged, Powermat will stop send energy to 
that device, and in this way energy is not wasted. 

Thanks to this technology, can be charged up to 3 devices, of different size, and Power-
mat will deliver the exact quantity of energy. Magnetic attraction between every receiver 
and each access point on every mat assures that alignment is precise and the most effi-
cient charging will occur-it’ll be as fast as or faster than the original power adapter. Also is 
available the option of charging the devices via a USB connection, available on every mat. 

Is great news and we will forget about tens of types of chargers, for every device, each 
with its own shape, size, and voltage. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

Powermat, wireless charger for devices 



 

 

Aurora Precious Metals Group FZC is a leading Dubai based trader of gold, silver and other 
precious metals and has established trading relationships to international suppliers, mines, 
major trading houses, refineries and purchasers. Aurora has established itself as a highly 
reputable trading partner and one of the foremost gateways to the physical precious metals 
market in Dubai. 
 
 
 
 
 
Our company, by virtue of its purchasing power and liquidity, is able to buy and sell precious 
metals at highly competitive market rates and is thus able to achieve the best pricing levels 
for its clients. With state of the art melting and laboratory facilities Aurora ensures accuracy 
and combines this with the highest level of integrity. 
 
 

www.femagazine.co.uk 

Dubai Based Refinery 

Aurora Precious Metals Group is located at the Gold  
and Diamond Park in Dubai, U.A.E. 
 
AURORA PRECIOUS METALS GROUP FZC  
OPERATIONS AND TRADING OFFICE 
Building 1, Suite 124B, Box 283449 
Gold & Diamond Park 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Taylor Made R1 Driver 

Samsung has been using its Galaxy range to spice up the camera scene of late by delivering snap-
pers that could quite easily double as a mobile phone. The Samsung Galaxy NX Android Digital 
Camera is a continuation of this and lets the user do everything from taking photos, editing them, 
and then sending or sharing them all from the device. 
 
The Galaxy NX is a mirrorless, interchangeable lens camera that runs Android Jelly Bean 4.2.2, 
while it also comes with a series of interchangeable lenses. In terms of specs, the Galaxy NX 
($TBA) reads more like a smartphone than it does a camera.  

This cam features a 1.6 GHz Quad-core processor with 3G, 4G, and Wi-Fi connectivity, while it 
also sports a huge HD touchscreen on the rear. However, this is a camera first and foremost, and 
what is happening at the business end of the Galaxy NX is also impressive. The cam boasts a 20.3 
MP APS-C sensor with an advanced autofocus system, HD capability, and a 3D function. This is 
modern, new, a trend setter, and it will likely be a huge hit for Samsung. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

SAMSUNG GALAXY NX ANDROID DIGITAL CAMERA 

The R1 makes life easier for golfers – just dial-in the specifications like loft and face an-
gle, then smack away. 

FE Approved 

http://extrove.com/taylormade-r1-driver/
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/indepth/samsung/news/new-samsung-galaxy-nx-mirrorless-digital-camera-interchangeable-lenses-android-jelly-be
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Amazon Price: $69.75 

List Price: $89.95 
Fascinations Levitron Globe World Stage - This 4 inch globe comes with an advance  
magnetic drive that allows the Terra Magic AXIS to rotate for months. Terra Magic AXIS 4”  
globes feature four distinctive color styles with an attractive base.  

YikeBike: Carbon  

YikeBike: Carbon – £3,530 from www.leftfieldbikes.com  
Tipping the scales at just under 12kg, this is one of the smallest and lightest folding electric 
bikes around. 
At first glance, it may look as if you would need a certain amount of skill to keep upright, but 
it comes with anti-skid regenerative brakes and is suitable for a vast amount of surfaces. 
Plus with indicators and a full LED lighting system, you are sure to be noticed. 
Speeds of up to 14mph can be achieved and it’s plenty of fun, too. 

Floating Globe  

FE Approved 

http://www.leftfieldbikes.com


 

 

 

Hey look, we are all modern men right? In this writer’s humble opinion there is nothing 

wrong with a guy walking around with his baby, whether it is in a stroller or one of those 

strap things that wrap around the body. However, we get that some guys probably feel 

their manhood shrink when doing so (shame on you fellas), so if you are one such man 

then you should take a look at the Mega Man-Pram Baby Stroller. 
 

Sure, this is the mid-life crisis of strollers, but we have to admit it looks damn awesome, 

like some king of monster truck stroller. Imagine entering the playground and demolish-

ing all before you!  
 

The specs for the Mega Man-Pram Baby  Stroller read more like a sports car; this beast 

features wing mirrors, hydraulic suspension, 20 inch alloy (all-terrain) wheels, oversized 

brake callipers, anti-stress grips and a headlamp beam for  
 

night walks. Like we said, just like a car; and the price is too as the Mega Man will cost 

$13,000 when it hits the market. 
 

MEGA MAN PRAM BABY STROLLER  
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We are presently ready, willing and able to engage in 

consulting with the highest knowledge of most Gold 

and Diamond Products, which includes purchasing and 

selling, we are direct with titleholders or principles on 

most transaction’s all around the Globe. 

Director of Gold & Diamonds: Miss Anne Huttenga 

For more Info:  

Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk 
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Perhaps the ultimate track day car, the Lazareth Wazuma V8FMatte Edition is also 
about as close you are going to get to a go-kart in a full sized car. Except this is not a 
car at all, in fact the Lazareth is an exciting mix of car, quad, and motorcycle and is 
custom built with the very highest in performance parts. 
 

 
 

Basically just and engine and a seat, the Lazareth is seriously fast, but then again 
that´s what you get when you strap a 3.0 liter V8 Ferrari motor on the back of some-
thing that weighs a minuscule amount. This is a sticky beast too thanks to Brembo 
brake calipers attached to four 324mm rotors, 285-30ZR18 slicks in the front and 
chunkier 315-30ZR18 slicks at the back, and a BMW M3 gearbox. The price for this 
kind of speed is $250,000. 

LAZARETH WAZUMA V8F MATTE EDITION  
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Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 

First-Edge is a Member of 
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INTERPOL 

First Edge Commodities is pleased be associated in Marketing Agent of 19 SPICED 
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Email: info@embassyfirst.com  Website: www.embassyfirst.com 

Specially Designed to meet all the requirements in embassy’s around the World  



 

 

 

 
1. United States oil production has been increasing at about 2% per year since 1960. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
2. Saudi Arabia is currently the largest producer of oil in the world. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
3. Each country publishes information about its reserves. This gives us pretty good information about future oil production. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
4. The following were the largest oil producing countries in 2005: Saudi Arabia, Russia, United States, Iran, China, Mexico, Norway, and Vene-
zuela. Of these, which showed declining production in 2006? 
 
a. None of them. Oil production is growing almost everywhere. 
b. Only Norway and Venezuela 
c. Six of the eight: Saudi Arabia, United States, Iran, Mexico, Norway, and Venezuela. 
d. All of them 
 
5. Increases in Canadian oil production as a result of developing the Canadian Oil Sands can be expected to offset declines in oil production 
elsewhere. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
6. If oil production in an oil-exporting country declines by, say, 5% per year, oil exports are expected to decline by a similar amount. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
7. Geologists are in agreement that worldwide oil production can be expected to continue to rise, at least until 2030. 

a. True 

b. False 
 
8. If worldwide oil production were to decline at 2% per year for several years, this could easily be accommodated with little disruption. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
9. If there is a worldwide shortage of oil, the richest countries can be expected to get the majority of the oil, and within those richest countries, 
the wealthiest people can be expected to get the largest share. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
10. If we know that a major oil shortage is on the horizon, we can make necessary changes (develop alternative fuels and plug in electric vehi-
cles, for example) in a five year period. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
11. Even after oil production in an area declines, there is still a substantial amount of oil remaining in the ground. 
 
a. True 
b. False 
 
12. Technological solutions will overcome the likely oil shortfall. 
 
a. True 
b. False 

c. We can’t know yet.               For all these answers please go to FE Magazine Website: www.femagazine.co.uk 
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Oil Quiz – Test Your Knowledge 

Commodity Trivia 

http://ourfiniteworld.com/2007/03/16/oil-quiz-test-your-knowledge/


 

 

 

FIRST EDGE LTD 

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN COMMODITIES, 

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS, AND SUPPLY SERVICE 

 

OUR MARKETING IS BASED ON LOGISTICS 

AND BEING ONE OF THE BEST IN LOGISTICS GLOBALLY 

 

WHERE SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO MEET ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

OUR DATABASE CATERS FOR MOST COMMODITIES  GLOBALLY  
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Tiffany & Co. (NYSE: TIF) announced today that the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of Florida has issued a final default judgment and permanent injunction in 
Tiffany's favor, awarding Tiffany $2,176,000 in aggregate statutory damages against 78 de-
fendants operating infringing websites selling counterfeit Tiffany & Co. jewelry. 
 
The 78 defendants were engaged in the sale of counterfeit Tiffany & Co. goods via web-
sites, which also infringed Tiffany's trademarks, such as salestiffany.net, shoptiffanyco.com, 
tiffanyandcomall.com, tiffanycooutlet.co.uk and other similar domains intended to confuse 
and deceive consumers. The judgment further requires that the website operators' infring-
ing domain names be transferred to Tiffany. 
 
Michael Kowalski, the chairman and CEO of Tiffany, said, "We are pleased to announce 
this judgment. Trademark counterfeiting severely damages brand owners and consumers 
alike. The way to stop it is to take aggressive action against the counterfeiters and make 
them pay, civilly. That's what happened in this case which should send a message to any-
one trying to sell counterfeit Tiffany merchandise." 
 
Tiffany & Co. operates jewelry stores and manufactures products through its subsidiary cor-
porations. Its principal subsidiary is Tiffany and Company. The Company operates Tiffany & 
Co. retail stores and boutiques in the Americas, Asia-Pacific, Japan, Europe and the United 
Arab Emirates and engages in direct selling through Internet, catalogue and business gift 
operations. Tiffany does not authorize the sale of its merchandise through any third-party 
websites. 
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Tiffany & Co. Wins Injunction, Judgment in Counterfeit Suit 



 

 

Metal that became haven in depths of economic crisis could end 2013 lower as in-
vestors abandon it for US stocks and shares 
 
 
Gold is heading for its biggest monthly price fall in five months, as investors abandon the 
metal in favour of stocks and shares on surging US markets. 
 
Gold has already lost 6% of its value this month, fuelling market speculation that it could 
end the year worth less than its price at the start of 2013. This would be the first annual fall 
in value for 13 years and a remarkable turnaround in the status of the metal that investors 
turned to in the depths of the economic crisis. 
 
In 2011, the precious metal hit highs of $1,895 (£1,159) an ounce, buoyed by its status as a 
haven for investors and a hedge against inflation. But this year gold has shed a quarter of 
its value as the global economy continues to strengthen, while the Federal Reserve has 
indicated it will rein in its $85bn-a-month (£53bn) bondbuying programme in December. 
Gold is used by investors as a hedging bet against rising inflation, but fears of a reduction 
in quantitative easing (QE) are damping concerns of higher prices. 
 
Data released this month showed that the US had shrugged off the impact of the three-
week government shutdown to create 204,000 jobs in October, stoking expectations that 
the US central bank will trim its stimulus programme, and helping the Dow Jones to hit re-
cord highs. 
 
On Friday, the price of spot gold was down to $1,247 an ounce, having traded below 
$1,300 all month. 
 
The closure of US markets because of the Thanksgiving holiday has also meant that gold 
trading has been lighter than usual. "It's that time of the year when people are really reluc-
tant to leave the sidelines. And there has been no catalyst to push prices either way," a 
Hong Kong-based precious metals trader told Reuters. 
 
"From a positioning standpoint, people have already exhausted on the downside. We could 
possibly end higher for the year from current levels." 
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Gold price heading for biggest 

monthly fall in five months 

FE Gold News 
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The price of Brent crude leapt after reports that Egypt’s army had announced a state 
of emergency in the Suez and South Sinai provinces. 
It came after Egyptian state television reported that Islamist gunmen had attacked an 
airport in the Sinai town of El Arish. 
 
 Brent crude had jumped 1.08% or $1.14 to $106.68 a barrel by 12:33 on Friday. 
 Oil market watchers are fearful of a disruption to supply. 
 Ishaq Siddiqi, Market Strategist at ETX Capital noted: “Around 5.0% of seaborne 
crude passes though the canal.” 
 
 
 
 

Petro China buys stake in Iraq field from Exxon 
 
BAGHDAD (AP) — State-owned PetroChina says it has acquired a share in a devel-
opment project of one of Iraq's most promising oil fields from U.S. major Exxon Mo-
bil. 
Thursday's statement says Exxon handed over 25% of the consortium to the Chi-
nese oil giant in the 8.6-billion-barrel West Qurna-1 field in southern Basra region. 
The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. 
In a 2009 deal with Iraq, Exxon acquired a 60% stake and Royal Dutch Shell 15%, 
with the rest held by Iraq's Oil Ministry. But in 2011, Exxon infuriated Baghdad by 
unilaterally signing a deal with the self-ruled Kurdish region to hunt for oil in their re-
gion and in disputed territories. 
Since then, Exxon has sought to exit the deal so it could focus on the Kurdish region. 

Oil price spikes after reports of 
state of emergency in Suez 
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For more Info:  

Email: dm@first-edge.co.uk 

 
DIESEL D-2 GAS OIL RUSSIAN GOST 305-82 
AVIATION FUEL 

MAZUT 

CRUDE OIL 
LNG 

We are presently ready, willing and able to engage in fuel purchase and sales 

transaction with titleholders all around the world for most major fuel products. 

First Edge Ltd is specially Designed to meet all your 

requirements in Today's Fuel Commodity Market 

http://www.femagazine.co.uk/mag Issues.htm
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SASSY INCORPORATED PS & FIRST EDGE LTD  
YOUR BRIDGE TO SUCCESS  

 
ABOUT BOND FUNDING: 144A Bond Funding is a fast, low cost, non-recourse way 
to finance many type of  
 

144A Bond Funding 

 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
INTEREST:  
PROCESS:  
Send preliminary package, Bond questionnaire and POF for fee amount  
Multiple conference calls  
Bond company analysis and pre-underwrite If bond company issues a positive opinion in 2-3 weeks  
Bond company engaged and bond underwriting fee paid  
Bond created  
Funding  
 
To date 100% of all applicants have had their bonds funded.  
The average funding time is 90 days form application to funding.  
Client can recoup the 7k per mill underwriting fee through funding  
 
* 144A: A 1990 SEC rule that facilitates the resale of privately placed securities that are without SEC 
registration. The rule was designed to develop a more liquid and efficient institutional resale market 
for unregistered  
                                  For more info contact: karie.elsasser@gmail.com or dm@first-edge.co.uk  
 
DISCLAIMER:  
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE TAILORED TO 
MEET YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE 
CONSTRUED AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR ANY PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. 
SUGGEST THAT YOU CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 

 

 

Eligible Projects:  
 
- Stabilized real estate  
- Construction  
- Rehab  
- Agriculture  
- Mines  
- Oil & gas  
- Energy  
- Non-RE such as technology,  
pharmaceutical, major business  
acquisition/expansion  

Highlights  
 

Territory:  
Amount:  
Underwriting Fee:  
Terms:  
Points:  

Worldwide  
$10M-500M +  
$7K/million funded Fee capped at $140,000  
Up to 30 years amortized with balloon payment (negotiable)  
6-8% (not including intermediary fees)  
Client is responsible, at client expense, for any and all  
reports, appraisals and any other type of third party compi- 
lation about the project.  
5% TO 7%  

Benefits of a 144A Bond Offering:  
 
- 100% LTV  
- No personal guarantee  
- No credit checks  
- No asset verification  
- No loss of equity in your business  
- Quick turn around time – often 90 days  
- Low underwriting fee  
- Flexible repayment terms  
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 First Edge is now able to supply                                                                        
SBLC/BG to cover most commodity transactions. 

 

Below are examples of our recommend a multi-billion dollar private banking who we are in 
direct contact with? 
 
General Equity Building Society  (Private Banking)  http://www.general-equity.com/ 
Head Office New Zealand, Level 4, 17 Albert Street,  Auckland 1010, New Zealand. 
Swift Code : GEBSNZ2A or GEBSNZ2 
The bank and has over $6 billion in assets and corresponds with many Top 
Tier World Banks, such as Societe Generale and Standard Bank SA. 
 
SBLC/BG COSTS INCLUDING MT760 DELIVERY: 
 
90 Days 6%     

180 Days 8%    

365 Days 9.5% 

Brokers can add up to 2 points on top which will added to the contract and 
collected and paid directly to you from escrow. 
 
Funds are escrowed with bonded escrow agent in New York at HSBC, not 
touched until the instrument is delivered. In most cases no up front fees of any kind is required. 
 
Escrow Agent:  Seth Feldman, Esq.,  Feldman and Associates, PLLC, 33 E 33 Street, NY 
 
Most important is your banking destination. If we have this, we can note 
if we are relaying the instrument through a top bank and which one. 
 
Please get back to us at your convenience to discuss your requirements through a registered 
financier. 
Contact: Miss Steinberg,  Commodities, Project Financing Worldwide 
Main Monetary  
Negotiator, Intermediary  
First Edge                                         
www.first-edge.co.uk,   Email: alanna@first-edge.co.uk 
 
DISCLAIMER:  
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING  POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE  TAILORED TO MEET 
YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED 
AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR  ANY  PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. SUGGEST THAT YOU 
CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 



 

 

 
  
The economy expanded at an annual rate of 4.8% in the July-to-September period, 
up from 4.4% in the previous quarter. 
The acceleration was faster than analysts had been expecting. 
Asia's third-largest economy has been weighed down by various factors, such as 
high inflation, a weak currency and a drop in foreign investment. 
This is the fourth quarter in a row that India's annual growth rate has been below the 
5% mark, and the previous quarter's rate of 4.4% was the lowest for four years. 
Earlier this year, the Indian prime minister's economic advisory council lowered the 
growth outlook for the current financial year. 
It now expects the economy to expand by 5.3% this year, down from its earlier pro-
jection of 6.4%. 
 

Growth hurdles  
India's economy has been hurt by a range of factors in recent months, including a 
slowdown in key sectors such as mining and manufacturing.  
Slowing growth, coupled with a recovery in developed markets, such as the US, has 
made India a less attractive option for foreign investors. 
Speculation that the US may scale back its key economic stimulus measure has 
seen investors pull money out of emerging markets, such as India.  
This has affected India's currency, which dipped nearly 25% against the US dollar 
between January and September this year. 
Though the rupee has recovered a little since then, it is still down about 13% against 
the dollar since the start of this year. 
That has made imports more expensive and contributed to a high rate of consumer 
inflation, which was 10.1% October, up from 9.84% in September. 
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Gold & Diamond News 
Finance News 

India's economy grows faster than expected 

India's economic growth rate picked up strongly in the second 
quarter, according to official figures. 
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First Edge Medical mission is to provide hospitals, medical centres, surgery centres and physi-
cian’s groups, also healthcare facilities with the highest-quality medical-surgical products 
and supplies at the best pricing levels supported by superior levels of customer service 
 
Whether your hospital purchases through your own purchasing department and team, a 
buying group, or a Group Purchasing Organization (GPO), you can rely on First Edge Medical 

to assume responsibility to deliver the volume of products, service and support tailored spe-
cifically to your organization’s unique needs. Please call us at +44 208-769-0070 or email 
info@first-edge.co.uk 
 

 
Our Main Contact’s  
 
Miss A Hunttenga   
Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FE Magazine Disclosures 
Please note all the services described herein the next 2 pages list possible service       features and/or sample 
institutions for information purposes only, are not guaranteed and subject to change at any time. Contracted terms 
may or may not contain any, all, or none of the elements of any of the features on any particular service.  
 
By accessing all these pages, you have agreed that none of the information anywhere in  our magazine or our 
website is designed as any form of marketing offer or advice of any type. It's just informational for illustrative pur-
poses and you agree to consult with your  legal, accounting or financial advisor if you require any advice or any 
kind. 
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      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                     Reference Number  

      Bitumen                                Salesman                     U.A.E                       FEJV09986554 

Candidate should have a minimum of 5 years experience in sales of Bitumen in various markets. Candidate   

should have a proven track record of sales in Africa, UAE, India and Bangladesh. We prefer a candidate 

who is based in Dubai                 

      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number  

      Trading  Comp                     Receptionist/Admin       London                   FEJV09986555 

Candidate should have a minimum of 10 years experience as Receptionist/Admin. Candidate  must have a 

proven track record .  candidate has to be based in London (UK) 

 

      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number  

      Trading  Floor                       Bonds Trader             London                        FEJV09986556 

Candidate should have a minimum of  5 years experience of  working on a trading floor and all current 

references should be no longer than 6 months with  proven track record .  candidate has to be based in Lon-

don (UK) 

 

       Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number  

       Trading House                      Trade Analyst             London                       FEJV09986557 

Candidate should have a minimum of  5 years experience of  working on a trading floor and all current 

references should be no longer than 6 months with  proven track record .  candidate has to be based in Lon-

don (UK) 

 

Please Send Pictured CV to info@femagazine.co.uk or dm@first-edge.co.uk  

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NPC) 

First-Edge is a Member of 
GOLD PROTECTION COUNCIL 

INTERPOL 



 

 

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry, 
where the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the most serious 
impact that pertains in Oil and other commodities transactions. 
 
FEM is happy to release this very important message to anyone involved in the commodities indus-
try concerning the new measures with respect to all Buyers and Sellers conducting business` trans-
actions around the globe. 
  
From now on, if an ICPO, LOI, RWA, or BCL is issued and the document is not real, true and/or 
actually verifiably factual, the Buyer will be able to inform the FBI, ICC, and INTERPOL. In addition, 
after an FCO is sent to the Buyer, there should be a formal answer to Seller from Buyer in a timely 
manner in accordance with the agreement between parties. 
 
If there is no response from the Buyer in a timely manner, the buying company will be reported to 
the FBI, ICC and INTERPOL. If this action is repeated by sellers, they too will also be reported for 
abuse of the NCND, LOI, ICPO, AND RWA OR BCL, FOR THIS IS NOW A FEDERAL OFFENSE. 
  
It is important to transmit this to all clients that work with providers that are members of the ICC, 
FBI, and other international organizations. From this point forward, the international codes will be 
strictly enforced to exclude all intruders that send or transmit false information. Those who submit a 
false NCND/IMFPA, LOI, ICPO, RWA or BCL, or FCO, as well as FALSE PROOF OF PRODUCT 
(POP), FALSE PROOF OF FUNDS (POF) WILL BE CHARGED WITH A CRIME. 
  
This offense went into effect on November 15, 2008 and re-effected in June 2013 after a meeting 
was held between the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Interpol, Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation and Central Intelligence Agency. 
  
The reason for this measurement is to protect the commodities industry which is a fundamental part 
of the world’s economy. 
 

The Non-Circumvention, Non-Disclosure & Working Agreement (NCNDA&IMFPA) we signed and it 

stated: WARNING:  

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry for years where 
the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the serious impact that pertains in alll oil 
and other commodities transactions. 

 
 
 

 
 

URGENT WARNING FOR ALL BUYER AND SELLER/BROKERS 

Federal Bureau of Investigation  
J. Edgar Hoover Building  
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001  
Investigations@fbi.gov   

INTERPOL IP Crime  
Unit INTERPOL General Secretariat  
200, quai Charles de Gaulle  
69006 Lyon, France  
Fax: +33 (0) 4 72 44 72 21 
Website: www.INTERPOL.int  

Financial Investigation Bureau 
ICC Commercial Crime Services  
Cinnabar Wharf 
26, Wapping High Street                               
London E1W 1NG 
Tel No:  + 44 (0)207 423 6960 
Fax No: + 44 (0)207 423 6961 
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Scammer of the Month   
 

No 1   WANTED   PATRIZIO PILATI                 WANTED and Captured by FE Magazine 
 
First Edge has a full book on him for:   FE  Magazine cannot  reveal  This Scammer   
Fraud, using other companies to obtain credit.           Full ID due to Legal Reason’s                                                                      
(this man is a very good liar be very careful)           If found  Guilty we will Publish  his  full Details) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Subject: Patrizio Pilati 
To: asrtech1981@gmail.com 
 
He is now operating under a company from Dubai, and Australia with A Partner by name Of Alan the 
Company goes by the call letter NTR Nexus Technologies & Resources 
 
Good Day Sir, 
I have just come across your website and I wish I had known about it 3 weeks ago. The snake that that 
man is, is unbelievable.  
 
He has cost me just over $12 000 in flights, accommodation, food and sorts. 
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STEAM COAL  

 

 

Subject: U.S. Steam Coal Offer (High Calorific Value)  

 

We, the undersigned, AMAN INC., along with our coal mining and trading partners in U.S., hereby of-

fer with full corporate authority and responsibility to sell the following commodity under the major 

terms and conditions as specified in this Soft Corporate Offer as follows :  

1. Product: U.S. West Virginia 6,590 Kcal (GCV, ADB)/5,756 Kcal (NAR) Steam Coal  

2. Quantity: 60,000 MT + per month for 1 year (with R&E)  

 

Delivery: FOB on vessel, New Orleans Port, U.S.A. (If necessary, CIF offer possible)  

3. First Shipment: June, 22013 or earlier according to buyer’s request  

4. Inspection: SGS or similar at the Port of Loading  

5. Price: US$63 Net/MT, FOB on vessel, New Orleans Port, U.S.A  

6. Performance Bond: 2 %  

7. Payment: Revolving irrevocable confirmed Documentary Letter of Credit issued by top  

 

20 World Banks, 100%% at sight after loading.  

 

8. SPECIFICATIONS:  

 
 

 

ITEM UNIT RANGE 

Total Moisture 

(ARB) 

% wt 12.69 

Ash Content 

(ADB) 

% wt 17.50 

Total Sulfur 

(ADB) 

% wt 0.55 

Gross Calorific 

Value (AADB) 

Kcal/Kg 6,593 

Net Calorific 

Value (ARRB) 

Kcal/Kg 5,756 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
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IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM001175ad 

GOLD BULLION  BUYER’S 

Iron Ore & Sugar 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008875ad 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM004875ad 

Steam Coal 
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2 DIRECT BUYER FOR GOLD BULLION (PHYSICAL) DEPOSITED IN 

EUROPE OR THE SWISS  
 
First) BUYER PROCEDURES:  
POP X POF  simultaneously - BANK TO BANK  
DESC. LEAST 10.0% vs. 7.0%  
1.50% SELLER SIDES - ALL IN THE SIDE OF THE SALE OF THESE 1.50%  
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  
 
Second BUYER  
FED 2007-YEAR PROCEDURES PATROT Act I y II  
MINIMUM DISCOUNT OF 10.0% vs. 7.0%  
1.50% SELLER OPEN SIDES  
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  
 
SCO FULL NOT SANETIZED 

WE OFFER THE SEEDS OF STEEL BUYERS WITH INTEREST AS FOLLOWS SFEKPIKASI 
Fe 55-58% 
 
FeO 17%min 
... SiO2 5%MAX 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Al2O3 3%MAX 
... S 0.9%MAX 
P 0.9%MAX 
TiO2 7% 
Moisture Free Moisture Loss at 105 Degree centigrade Max 8% 
0-10 mm 90% Min 
Size 10-40mm 
 
IF THERE ARE INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008775ad 
SUGAR 
REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL  
RAW BROWN CANE SUGAR ICUMSA 800-1200 VHP    CIF by VESSEL/DDP by TRUCK 
 
 
 
 

 
 

53-51 GCV (3500NAR) Indonesian Steam Coal  
50,000mt per month @ usd53/ CFR Indian Ports. Interested buyers 



 

 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM002375ad 

Copper Cathodes - ex-warehouse 

CEMENT 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008275ad 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008875ad 

SUGAR 

 

 
First-Edge is a Member of 
GOLD PROTECTION COUNCIL 

INTERPOL 
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 

 
Buyer will take ex-warehouse  on a cash and carry basis. 

Documentation 
 
1. Smelting Certificate 
2. Assay test 
3. Certificate of Incorporation 
4. Export Permit 
5. Certificate of Ownership 
Buyer will inspect, assay, and pay them 100% TT after Alex Stewart  inspection.   

PORTLAND CEMENT 42.5 
12.500MT USD 119.00 MT 
25.000MT USD 114.00 MT 
50.000MT USD 109.00 MT 
100.000MT USD 104.00 MT 
150.000MTUSD 100.00MT 
300.000MT USD 98.00 MT 
600.000MT USD  96.00MT 
1.200.000MT USD 93.00 MT 
2.400.000MT USD 89.00 MT 
3.600.000MT USD 86.00 MT 

 
REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 
RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL  
RAW BROWN CANE SUGAR ICUMSA 800-1200 VHP 
 
CIF by VESSEL/DDP by TRUCK 

Customer Services Tel: +44 208 769 0070  



 

 

First-Edge Notice Board 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: BLCO 

Specialists in Diamonds  

Locater and Seller of Diamonds in 

most African States 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

First-Edge Commodities has signed a long term contract to supply with CRT a 
Chinese company to supply diamonds and Gold from most African Countries,  

This consists of a variable of choices to help the seller in getting the Gold and 
Diamonds with a capacity to collect by freight flight or private Jet 

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Mob.:+44 7800744523 
Skype first.edge1 

Web: first-edge.co.uk                                                                                   

MAZUT     Available Uncut Diamonds        
BITUMEN  Available Polish Diamonds       
JP54        Available (AU) Gold Dust           
D2        Available (AU) Dore Bars   
Diamonds    Available Rough/ Uncut  
GOLD     Available Bars/Dust  
  

Product:: BLCO 

 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

Corporate Headquarters  

NNPC Towers, Central Business District,  

Herbert Macaulay Way,  

P.M.B. 190, Garki, Abuja. 

Website: www.nnpcgroup.com 

Email: contactus@nnpcgroup.com 

Product: Most Commodities 

JJT Trader Headquarters  

All info and Enquiries are directed 

through First Edge Ltd. 

First-Edge Notice Board 

Joint Partnership 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 



 

 

Product: Most Commodities 

Avocado  Gold 

Global Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Imperial Oil 

Specialists in Diamonds and Precious Metals  

GC has direct, free and clear disposal of Diamonds from most 

country of origin being Genuine. 

 

A Soutth African Company 

 

Imperial Oil Trading Limited 

Registered Office: 62 lanbourne  Place. Docklands  

Director: Dr Husam Darweesh  

Tel: +44-207- 5380891  

First-Edge Notice Board 

ADVACADO GOLD Associates SA 

 

1st Floor, Rivonia Centre, Rivonia Blvd 2181 

Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa 

 

GSM: +27 (0) 766088465 

Office: +27 (0) 11807 8525 

Office Fax: +27 (0) 76 608 8465 

ABOUT US 

 
We are Brokers, Negotiators, Advisors and Consultants. We strategize, we analyses, 

We implement, we deliver, We provide to African Governments and also to first 

world companies seeking to grow into the African marketplace. We are Business De-

velopment and PR practitioner, bringing over 15 years of Global world-class experi-

ence to bear. 

Fuel Specialists  

AVOCADO GOLD 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 



 

 

Product: Most Commodities 

Globex Mineral co Ltd 

Embassy First 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: First Edge Ltd 

Find Us On Face Book 

Specialists in Private Customer Services  

Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke ser-
vices to overseas businesses.  Clients will receive a first class and exclusive service, 
in which Embassy First will help provide clients with products and services not easily 
accessible in some countries.    
                              
Become a client of Embassy First and you will automatically be provided with your 
own dedicated personal assistant, who will offer you full support on all services.  All 
your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous services 
individually. 

Contact Customer Services:  +44 20 8769 0070 

New  
You can find our website on 

Face Business 

Globex also has other small sellers who uses the companies  

facilities to sell their products such as Copper Cathode, Gold, 

Cooking Oil, Fish. 

    Who is Globex                                                   
Globex Mineral Ltd is a strong family run business which has 

a long track record of  selling Gold & Copper Cathode also a 

strong consistency in supplying other buyers around the 

world. 

First-Edge Notice Board 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 



 

 

Black Friday shopping in US marred by violence 
 
Americans are flocking to the shops for Black Friday, the bonanza US 
sales day held the day after Thanksgiving. 
But its massive popularity - the term Black Friday has been used more 
than 2 million times on Twitter in the past 24 hours - has a dark side. 
The vast volume of shoppers has led to chaotic scenes and outbreaks of 
violence. Stampedes and shootings have plagued the day, resulting in 
four deaths and 56 injuries in the past five years. 

China scrambles jets in air zone to monitor US and Japanese 
planes 
 

China says it has a right to carry out defence and surveillance activities in 
the zone 
China says it scrambled fighter jets to monitor US and Japanese planes 
as they flew in its newly declared air defence zone in the East China Sea 
on Friday. 
The zone covers territory claimed by China, Japan, Taiwan and South 
Korea. 

Victoria Beckham Guest Edits Christmas Issue of Vogue 
Paris, Shares Cover With Hubby David 
 
Victoria and David Beckham are absolutely stunning together on the 
December/January cover of Vogue Paris. The gorgeous couple struck 
a tender pose for photographers Inez van Lamsweerde and Vinoodh 
Matadin and the results were so gorge that the magazine made two 
special covers for the issue. 

Ukraine protests after Yanukovych EU deal rejection 
 

Thousands of people have staged fresh protests in Ukraine's capital, Kiev, 
at President Viktor Yanukovych's refusal to sign an EU association agree-
ment. 
Some 10,000 Demonstrators in Independence Square carried Ukrainian 
and EU flags late on Friday and chanted "Ukraine is Europe". 
Mr Yanukovych, who attended an EU summit in Lithuania on Friday cited 
pressure from Russia for his decision. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

http://uk.eonline.com/news/david_beckham
http://en.vogue.fr/fashion/fashion-news/diaporama/vogue-paris-christmas-issue-victoria-beckham-guest-editor-vogue-paris-december-january-david-beckham-inez-and-vinoodh/16394
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INTERPOL 
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
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First-Edge is a Member of 
GOLD PROTECTION COUNCIL 

INTERPOL 
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 

 
 

SAMSUNG 


